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Word Meaning
labile to cancel out

meretricious apparently attractive but having no real value
negate liable to change, alter quickly, unstable

oscillate to move back and forth

platitude
a person who lives in seclusion and often in 

solitude
recluse a stale, overused expression
servile submissive

tautology a whirlpool
unfeigned unnecessary repetition

vortex genuine, sincere



doleful
Meaning:

Causing grief or affliction; full of grief; expressing grief; cheerless; sad

Usage:

A doleful look

You sounded so doleful about your future that night

That was a doleful loss and they played a doleful melody

उदास
शोकाकुल



bromide
Meaning:

Platitude; a commonplace or hackneyed statement or notion; bore

Usage:

Her speech contained the usual bromides about teamwork and how everyone 
needs to work together

The newspaper editorial offered the timeworn bromide that people should settle 
their differences peacefully



labyrinth
Noun

Meaning:

Intricate and confusing arrangement; a maze

Usage:

He had just completed the process of studying business administration and 
journeyed into the labyrinth of corporate power

उलझन



vitiate

Verb

Meaning:

To make faulty or defective; impair; to debase in moral or aesthetic status; to 
make ineffective

Usage:

The government programs were vitiated by excessive red tape

His was a mind vitiated by prejudice

 बगाड़ना
दू षत करना
न ट करना
ख़राब करना





attrition
Noun

Meaning:

A reduction in numbers usually as a result of resignation, retirement or death; 
wearing down, weakening, debilitation, enfeebling, sapping, attenuation

Usage:

Company’s attrition rate was quite high
घसावट
घसाई 
घसाव



Word Meaning
labile to cancel out

meretricious apparently attractive but having no real value
negate liable to change, alter quickly, unstable
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a person who lives in seclusion and often in 

solitude
recluse a stale, overused expression
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Cheat Sheet:
1. Labile: liable to change, later quickly, unstable
2. Meretricious: apparently attractive but having no real value
3. Negate: to cancel out; nullify
4. Oscillate: to move back and forth
5. Platitude: a stale, overused expression, hackneyed, cliched phrase
6. Recluse: a person who lives in seclusion and often in solitude
7. Servile: submissive, obedient
8. Tautology: unnecessary repetition
9. Unfeigned: genuine and sincere, unpretended

10. Vortex: a whirlpool, whirlwind, centre of turbulence
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